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Texts and photos by RoyalSP-Members. Our goal is to give our readers a
unique way to discover the universe of #royalsirplus and to get ultimate
insights into the heart of the RoyalSP Aviation Alliance.

Published on the 1st of every month on
royalsirplus.com

Information

Information:
This is an information / review in the form of top topics on the current status in the RoyalSP Aviation &
Lifestyle Community (...) written for family and friends under the heading  "ThePlusMagazine"  by
hobbybased  RSP-Managers.  The  montly  published  magazine  is  not  commercial  and  has  no  financial
intentions.  The  contents  /  articles  are  written  from  the  RSP's  view  in  a  neutral  and  balanced  way.
RSPPlanespotting concludes the events happened this month and also give an overview about the RSPS'
community. The people, their behavior and the topics in general mentioned in the virtual aviation section
are purely fictional and serve the roleplay. Mentioned projects are based on our hobby and do not chase
any commercial goals. If you have any questions, please contact us via our e-mail:
royalspairline@web.de or via
royalsirplus.com/contact/support
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RSP-Planespotting

Spotter of the Month: @a320_neo

Keeping You Up To Date

As most  of  our members  have noticed,  RSPS has  changed the format  of  their  daily Instagram posts.

Usually there were around one or two lines of text about the posted image. This has changed with the

recent decision of the managementand since a few weeks you can now read the latest news regardless of

the picture. According to Mike, the head of the RSPS, it is now guaranteed that the members of the RSPS,

friends and fans will be provided with information about events, projects or other events outside of the

international groups of the RSPS. In addition to the new format of the Instagram posts, members of the

Alliance  @royalsirplus  Snapchat-Account  are  regularly  provided  with  information,  but  mostly  with

pictures of our members from all over the world. Every time, it's surprising how many people already see

the posts in the story of the account and regularly send us snaps themselves. In the future, in addition to the

Instagram and Snapchat platforms, the RoyalSP-Account on Twitter will also be expanded to give the

community the opportunity to get insights into the RSP on any social network and to participate in it as

well.

RSP-Family And More

With the slowly climbing temperatures in Europe and Co., the spotters slowly crawl out of their holes and

are again actively involved. That's why the management decided to launch the RSPS Switzerland. The

Swiss spotting group, which is headed by the RSPS, accommodates, in contrast to the German-speaking

groups,  only  Swiss  Avgeeks.  Similar  to  the  RSP  Family  Member  "BerlinerSpotterCrew",  RSPS

Switzerland limits  itself  to the region and its  airports  in  order to facilitate the exchange of numerous

members in Switzerland. An international expansion of the group is therefore not planned, since there are

already the groups of the RSPS.

We also welcome the joining of the US-based spotting community “Blue Jets” to the RSP-Family. The

managers of the group, who are already known from several cooperations and who are also active in our

partner VA USVA, have been a proud member of the steadily growing RSP-Family for several days and,

with their membership, ensure an even greater and more colorful variety. Of course, it is not primarily

about how big a community is, but above all about how well it is managed, structured and what special

features it can have. The still  quite young Blue Jets community convinced us from the beginning and

pleases us with their  motivation and commitment,  which the community and their  management let  us

participate on a daily basis.
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In addition to the accession of new communities joining the RSP-Family, the RSP-Products department has

been involved  in  the  development  of  individual  FlightSim-Liveries  for  the  Family Members  and has

already been  able  to  present  a  livery:  At  the  request  of  the  BerlinerSpotterCrew,  a  livery was  made

according to their wishes and is already used by some members of the spotter group. In the future many

morelLiveries are planned for the RSP-Family, as there are many young adults, who want a paint for their

FlightSim models. 

RSPS Meets Lufthansa Technik

As one of the highlights for the RSPS this time was a small trip to Malta. Because our member Quint gave

us an insight into the Lufthansa Technik on Malta and provided us with plenty of pictures about his stay.

He  has  the  exclusive  opportunity  to  work  for  a  few  months  on  Malta  with  the  Lufthansa  Technik

employees and gets exciting insights into the life of a technician working for Lufthansa. According to his

statements, he is able to visit another stations every two weeks and work there or help out. The insights are

shown below.
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RoyalSP-Virtual Airlines Group

Plans And Projects

With the spring, the summer timetable is also approaching, and with it the deployment of the three new

CRJ700s for the RegionalSP, which are scheduled to start operating this summer on Hawaii, according to

officials from the regional airline. However, what is not yet confirmed is the use of an A318 on Hawaii.

How exactly the schedules will look like when four Bombardiers on the Hawaiian Islands perform their

duties, is not yet known. However, it is expected that the three brand new regional aircrafts will have only

economy-class cabins to ensure an optimal utilization at the small airports.

Also in the RSP-International we could welcome a new member to the fleet. The first A320 in the RSPI

arrived in Munich on 24th March. The "Mike Kilo" (D-ARMK) was received with popping champagne

corks and celebrated accordingly. The A320, which is dedicated to a real A320 pilot, graces an extra sticker

on the side. The MK has been flying since its first day in the RSP-International and ensures a veritable

spirit of optimism in the RSPI.

In addition to the special sticker on the A320 is now on a Boeing B777 a sticker in memory of the recently

deceased cosmologist Stephen Hawking attached. The scientist who died at  the age of 76 was always

highly valued in the RSP. His death greatly affected the community. As a tribute, a B777 of the RSP-

International  should get  a  corresponding sticker  to  continue to  let  Stephen Hawking under  us,  as  the

sadness about his death in the community was clearly felt and that is why the management wanted to keep

the cosmologist with the special painting in honor.

After the completion of the summer semester in the RSP-Flightschool slowly approaches, new trainers will

be needed to train the new pilots for the RSP-Airlines Group on the Cessna C208 and familiarize them

with  the  airline-specific  procedures  and  processes.  Thus,  the  expansion  of  the  flight  school  is  also

connected with the launch of the new system, as the greater variety also calls for more instructors and they

could take more pilots if  more trainers would agree to take over the training and introduction of new

entrants. New coaches are therefore just as in demand as already trained coaches, according to the human

ressources department of the RSPVAG. 
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Tour Life Of Our CEOs

As  in  previous  years,  CEO  SirSimon  returned  to  Hawaii  this  winter  to  avoid  the  "ridiculous"  icy

temperatures in Europe and to plan the summer months together with his personal team, but also to recover

accordingly. Since "Europe" usually means work for him, it pulls the CEO to Hawaii during the winter

months, which also saves him the annoying deicing of his A340-300. As you can already see from several

sources, the CEO of the RSP is now on his way back to Europe. In the meantime the temperatures have

climbed above 10 °C again, which is an important criterion for SirSimon for a corresponding return to

Berlin. After a final flight to Las Vegas, where important meetings are still in progress, the CEO will return

to Berlin with his "Quantum" via Calgary to return to the important things in the RSP. Also in the next few

months apparently many more projects are up for the community to look forward to. For this, it would be

necessary to have the CEO locally in Germany and not thousands of miles away on Hawaii,  because

decisions should best be made in person, rather than on the multimedia systems that are set up in the

headquarters of the RSP.

With the whereabouts of the CEO on Hawaii and Las Vegas, VCEO SirLeo and his team have come to

Malaga for a meeting. On the agenda, as in previous years, were the financial situation of the RegionalSP,

for which the VCEO has always had a heart, since SirLeo had worked for the RegionalSP in his first days

in the RSP and thus came to the rank he has today in the RegionalSP. In addition to the financial situation

of the regional airline, topics such as sustainability and efficiency were addressed in the RoyalSP and

accompanied  by  numerous  reports  and  presentations  by  the  managers  present.  According  to  official

statements, the RoyalSP is set up very well for the coming years. The communication between the various

department functions perfectly, as well as the planning and execution of projects of all kinds. As a last

point, SirLeo addressed the rudder design of his A340-300 "Anthem", which he also wanted to see on other

RSPVAG aircrafts in the coming months.

"The black fin has just become a trademark for us and looks damned good. Wherever my A340 lands,

people  admire  the black rudder.  I  want  to  see  this  admiration  on all  the machines  of  the  RSP!" The

meeting, which took place in a specially rented apartment in Malaga, was a complete success according to

the VCEO and could even be completed two days ahead of schedule. Back in Munich, they will be busy

with  the  implementation  of  the  new rudder  design,  but  above all,  set  the  last  routes  for  the  summer

timetable, which vary annually, but always include a few standard routes.
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Statistics

The RSP-Express convinces again this month with its rising numbers and good ratings. The expansion of

the low fare airline is running according to official information like clockwork and provides - as expected -

positive statistics and excellent results. As the Express has already announced in the last weeks, the leased

machines of RSP-International and Co. will soon return to their original airlines. Furthermore, they have

planned for the coming weeks, a re-seating of the Express machines to specialize the machines on their

routes and adapt to the flight patterns, so the goal.

In addition,  the route planning by the tracking system is  still  expandable.  Likewise,  the opportunities

offered by the system to the airlines offer new perspectives and can thus look forward to a successful year

2018. Added to this is the fixed connection of the various airlines of the RSP-Group to special airports.

According to the press spokesman for the RSP-Group, the Express will continue focussing on Cape Town

in South Africa. By contrast, RSP-Cargo will continue to rely on Anchorage in the future, as this airport

has become established and it is no longer possible to plan routes without Anchorage in the flight plans of

the cargo airline. Only for the RSP-International is currently missing an airport that could support the

scheduled flights to Australia and New Zealand. Currently, the management is thinking of airports in the

United Arab Emirates, as these have paid off in the last few months for the RSP-International and thus for

a fixed connection would be quite possible.

Meanwhile, it has become quieter around the RSP-Cargo. According to their management, the cargo airline

is  concentrating  fully  on  its  market  segment  and  wants  to  keep  the  course  as  everything  is  running

smoothly and on schedule. The RSP-Cargo, which has developed rapidly in rthe last months, can again

hope for its advantage in the market this month. The fact that the Cargo can operate independently of the

civil aviation business, as it is based purely on the transport of air freight, it is clearly superior to other

airlines, which makes their concept on the one hand to a unique airline and on the other for the RSPVAG

an additional support. So you have independence for the cargo airline on the one and support for the

civilian airlines on the other hand. This is the great advantage that RSP-Cargo wants to continue to exploit,

says RSP-Cargo's boss SirEric.

Furthermore, the acquisition of the B777 fleet of RSPVAG is very good. The first crews have arrived in

Atlanta and will take over the B777 from our USVA partners over the next few weeks, launching the route

from Munich to Hawaii in the next weeks. We look forward to the long-haul flights with the T7 and hope

for profitable months with the RSPI. However, the RSP-Airlines do not plan a backup airport on the US

coast, but only Hilo in the southeast of the islands.
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Lifestyle – Topic: Merchandise

RSP-Merch and Promotions

This  month's  focus  is  on  RSP-Merchandise,  as  many members  of  the  RoyalSP Aviation  & Lifestyle

Alliance have already ordered the designs for the products and will be interested in buying all sorts of

merchandise in the future. The products have already been introduced on various platforms. The RSP's

YouTube  channel  also  published  an  exclusive  video  about  the  RSP-Snapback  Caps,  which  featured

stunning lighting effects and cutting techniques. In the future, there are already many concepts that are

intended to captivate the community and fans with new impressions and show the RSP-Merchandise in a

new light. For example, we have already filmed a video about the new RSP-Shirts, which is currently

being cut in the RSP-Studios and equipped with appropriate music. The RSP-Studios are also part of the

lifestyle segment of the RoyalSP and are currently working on the visualization and implementation of new

projects, such as videos for the YouTube channel. 
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